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INTRODUCTION TO 
VOLUME 78

THE present volume continues the summer portion of Martin Luther’s 
Church Postil, that is, Caspar Cruciger’s (1504–48) edition of the Summer 

Postil.1 These sermons were originally preached by Luther at various times 
from 1522 through 1539, though most are from the 1530s. Cruciger then 
either lightly edited earlier printed editions or more thoroughly revised the 
sketchy stenographic notes of these sermons that were available to him. His 
work was published at the end of 1543 with Luther’s full approval.2

Our version is based upon the Weimar edition (WA).3 The Weimar 
edition often prints only a critical apparatus, referring to an early form of 
the sermon. In these instances, the running header of our volume provides 
two locations in the Weimar edition (and cross-references to the second 
Erlangen and St. Louis editions and to Lenker’s English translation can 
be found in the first footnote for each sermon). We have carefully noted 
Cruciger’s sources so that scholars may compare the edited sermons with the 
stenographic notes.4 To help readers locate the sermons from this volume in 
Lenker’s English translation and various German editions, we have included 
a cross-reference chart (see below, pp. xvi–xvii). As with LW 75–77, we have 
retained the paragraph numbers used in StL 11–12 and in Lenker’s English 

1 For the introduction to the Luther-Cruciger Church Postil (1540–44), see LW 75:xiii–xxxi; 
for the introduction to the summer portion of the Church Postil, edited originally by Cruciger, 
see LW 77:xiii–xxiii.

2 Auslegung der Episteln vnd Euangelien/ von Ostern bis auff das Aduent. D. Mar. Lut. Auffs 
new zugericht, ed. Caspar Cruciger (Wittemberg [Leipzig]: durch Nicolaum Wolrab, 1544) 
[VD16 L5606]. The publication date was listed as “1544” in keeping with the custom of 
beginning the year on Christmas. For more editions, see John M. Frymire, The Primacy of 
the Postils: Catholics, Protestants, and the Dissemination of Ideas in Early Modern Germany, 
Studies in Medieval and Reformation Traditions 147 (Leiden: Brill, 2010), pp. 545–46; WA 
10/1.2:xxi–xxii, xxxvi; the comments of Otto Clemen, WA Br 7:329 n. 5; Julius Köstlin, 
Martin Luther: Sein Leben und seine Schriften, 5th ed., ed. Gustav Kawerau (Berlin: Alexander 
Duncker, 1903), 2:586. Concerning Luther’s association of the new year with Christmas Day, 
see Vom Himmel hoch (1534/1535), LW 53:291 (LSB 358:15).

3 WA 21:203–551; 22:3–423.
4 As indicated at WA 22:xx–xxiii, xxviii–xxix.
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translation, since they are useful when comparing the stages of Luther’s and 
Cruciger’s editing of the Church Postil.

In contrast to the sermons revised by Luther himself (in LW 75–76), 
these sermons edited by Cruciger often have no variants. In many cases the 
only changes from an edition printed earlier during Luther’s lifetime are 
simply updates to the latest version of the German Bible, and so we have 
not provided annotations for these situations. Sometimes WA 21–22 lists a 
printed textual basis that Cruciger edited. When the changes were signifi-
cant, we have noted them. However, Cruciger’s extensive adaptions of the 
stenographic notes have rendered annotations on each alteration not only 
infeasible but also practically useless.

In place of an Epistle sermon for the First Sunday after Trinity, all past 
editions of the Church Postil have contained only a brief notice referring the 
reader to a separate printing of Luther’s sermons on 1 John 4:16–21, Several 
Beautiful Sermons from 1 John, On Love. Until now, this has not benefited 
readers who are limited to the English language, since these sermons had 
not been translated into our tongue. Therefore, in our edition we include as 
an appendix the translation of these sermons made by James Langebartels,5 
so that readers will have a more complete Church Postil, with sermons on 
both the Epistle and Gospel for each Sunday of the church year.

Once again, James Langebartels served as assistant editor and translator 
for this volume. Zelwyn Heide and Christopher Boyd Brown contributed to 
the annotations as well. Dawn Mirly Weinstock was the production editor 
and brought the volume together. Countless other colleagues at Concordia 
Publishing House contributed to make this volume possible. The under-
signed bears responsibility for any errors in the final form of the transla-
tion and annotations. To God the Best and Greatest—Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit—be all glory.

B. T. G. M.

5 Below, pp. 363–405.
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Gospel for the Fifth Sunday after Trinity
Luke 5:1–111

1. This Gospel brings before us two parts: it exhorts us to believe, and 
then it strengthens that faith. It shows us, first, that those who believe in 
Christ are provided for by Him and have enough even temporally and in 
bodily needs. Afterward, [it shows] that He wants to help them even more 
in spiritual needs. In this way, He shows us the truth of what St. Paul says: 
“Godliness is profitable for all things, for it has promise both for this and for 
the future life” (1 Timothy 4 [:8]). Scripture is everywhere full of both these 
kinds of promises.

2. He establishes this faith in temporal and bodily help by giving St. 
Peter and his companions a large catch of fish, after they had labored in vain 
all night, caught nothing, and now could neither expect nor hope to catch 
anything. However, with this He held to the order and rule that He Himself 
has given and taught: “Seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, 
and everything else will be thrown in with it” (Matthew 6 [:33]). Here, He 
follows this passage and demonstrates it by His example and experience. 
The people crowded around Him, above all to hear His Word, so that He had 
to step from the land into the boat to preach to them [Luke 5:1–3]. But, after 
He has taught them, He also wants to care for them further with their bodily 
necessities, because they suffer need and want.

3. Although He came and preached not so that He could attend to and 
care for the belly, yet He does not forget it, provided that people first strive 
for His kingdom. This is why He takes an interest here in the needs of these 
poor fishermen, who with labor and work have caught nothing all night. 
However, because they have loaned Him their boat, let Him preach from 

1 This sermon is found in WA 22:74–92 (Aland Po 262; Cruciger’s edition of the Summer 
Postil, 1544); see also E2 13:137–61; StL 11:1312–35, from which: Lenker 4:141–66. The first 
and last parts of this postil sermon (paragraphs 1–33 and 53–58) are Cruciger’s adaptation 
of manuscript notes from Luther’s sermon of July 12, 1528 (WA 27:253–59, Aland Pr 869). 
The second part (paragraphs 34–52) most likely is Cruciger’s adaptation of notes (now lost) 
from Luther’s sermon of July 1, 1537. This date has been suggested because of the sermon’s 
discussion of the Antinomians and specific phrases that had recently been published by 
Johann Agricola (ca. 1492–1566). On the dating of the second part of this sermon, see Steffen 
Kjeldgaard-Pedersen, Gesetz, Evangelium und Busse: Theologiegeschichtliche Studien zum 
Verhältnis zwischen dem jungen Johann Agricola (Eisleben) und Martin Luther (Leiden: Brill, 
1983), pp. 256–58.
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it, and listened to Him, He provides them with an abundant catch of fish, 
without their worrying and before they ask for it. In this way, they are suf-
ficiently taught and can certainly understand that in Him they have a Master 
who cares for them and will not leave them, if they cling to His Word and 
remain His disciples.

4. He also wants His Church, or believing people, comforted by knowing 
that He will provide for them, so that somewhere on earth they can find food 
and a place where they can remain, even if they are persecuted and expelled 
everywhere, and their place and provisions in the world must be uncertain. 
In addition to this and2 similar examples, there are many beautiful passages, 
such as Psalm 34 [:10]: “The rich must starve and be hungry, but those who 
fear the Lord are not in want”; Psalm 33 [:18–19]: “The Lord’s eyes look at 
those who fear Him, who hope in His kindness, so that He delivers their 
souls from death and feeds them in famine”; and Proverbs 10 [:3]: “The Lord 
does not let the souls of the righteous suffer hunger,” etc.

5. With this example He especially shows what happens with those 
to whom He is to give and help, and how He usually gives and helps. It 
is just as it happened with these fishermen, who worked all the night and 
yet lost all their labor and work, and could no longer hope for any human 
counsel or help. This is what Christendom daily experiences in all kinds of 
distress, misery, and need. It does not happen without such vexation, labor, 
and work, and if Christ is to help, we must first despair of all human help, 
comfort, and ability. Then He comes with His help and demonstrates that 
He still has and can give comfort, help, protection, and deliverance when we 
can find that nowhere else; He calls everything that we have done and suf-
fered and can still do “nothing and lost.” Yes, (in such lack and weakness) He 
gives and helps more and more abundantly than we could ever accomplish 
with human strength, skill, and help.

6. On the other hand, He nevertheless also shows that He does not want 
the labor and work entrusted to us forbidden or omitted. Rather, He tells His 
disciples to continue their trade when He says, “Go out to deep water, so that 
you can catch fish,” etc. [Luke 5:4]. Thus both things are beautifully put and 
kept together, that He does not produce our working and doing. If work and 
labor could have helped, then it would have done and helped more all night 
when they did more (and hoped to catch something because it was quiet 
and dark) than they now do when Christ tells them to throw in the net in 
the light of day. Nevertheless, (at Christ’s word) they had an abundant catch.

7. Everyone should see and learn from this that work and labor, no 
matter how great and capable, never fed anyone, but only God’s blessing 

2 Read diesem und with E2 13:138 instead of und diesem (WA 22:75.27).
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and grace. We should stick to what people say: “God has furnished it”3 and 
“God gives overnight”4—proverbs which have come down to us from old, 
godly people who had experienced such things. Daily experience still testi-
fies that many people become very bitter and anxious with hard work, and 
yet can scarcely earn their own bread, and never get out of debt and distress, 
while wealth flows to others who are lazy and do not overwork themselves. 
We have to say, “It does not depend on the work, but on God’s furnishing 
it.” Psalm 126 [127:2] says, “He gives to the one He favors while he sleeps.” 
It is as if he meant to say: “It is futile for you to be anxious and bothered 
day and night with worry and labor in order to provide what is needed in a 
house, which is certainly much—but it is not at all in your hands and work, 
and nothing will come of it unless God Himself is the Father of the family.” 
“He gives overnight” means that the grain and all food from the earth—yes, 
everything that all people have or can acquire—must be given by God.

8. He also demonstrates this to the godless and unbelievers. He lets 
many evil people who pay no attention to God have their houses and homes 
full, and even covers them with temporal goods more than others, not from 
their labor and work, but out of pure blessing. Psalm 17 [:13–14] speaks 
about such people: De absconditis tuis repletus est venter eorum, “Deliver me 
from the people of this world,” he says, “who have their portion in this life, 
whose belly You fill with Your [hidden] treasure,” that is, with goods which 
are Your divine, hidden treasures. No one knows where they come from, 
and no one has the ability to produce it himself. Rather, they are granted and 
given by You alone.

9. In this way Christ wants to stir up the Christians to faith, strengthen 
that faith, and prevent unbelief and its fruit, which is especially greed and 
anxious worry about the belly and this temporal life. Moreover, this nat-
urally adheres to people like an innate affliction, which stirs and rages in 
the flesh with the desires of unbelief “against the Spirit” (as St. Paul says, 
Galatians 5 [:17]). Moreover, the devil hinders faith with his temptations 
and suggestions to distrust and doubt God. The world also [hinders faith] 
with hatred, envy, and persecution of the godly; it desires their goods, honor, 
body, and life and wants to wipe its feet on them. On the other hand (I say), 
we see here both the power and advantage of faith, which clings to Christ’s 
Word and depends on it, as St. Peter does here when he says, “Even though 
we have worked all night and caught nothing, yet at Your word I will throw 
out the nets” [Luke 5:5]. This faith accomplishes this catch of fish which 
filled both boats, for without this faith he would neither have thrown out the 
nets nor caught any fish.

3 Gott hat beraten. Similar sayings are attested in DWB, s.v. “berathen” 1.
4 Gott bescheret uber nacht. The saying is attested in Wander 2:12, “Gott” no. 248.
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10. On the other hand, Scripture everywhere shows the harm that is done 
by the greed and worry of unbelief. Unbelief can certainly obtain nothing 
from God that would be beneficial, comforting, or blessed. It deprives itself 
of God’s blessing, so that it is not satisfied or happy with the bodily goods it 
desires and cannot have a good and peaceful conscience. This is why Christ 
calls this worry about sustenance “thorns” [Luke 8:14], because of which 
the Word of God does not produce its effects or fruits. St. Paul explains this 
(what these thorns are) when he says: “Those who want to become rich fall 
into temptations and traps and many foolish and harmful desires, which 
plunge people into destruction and damnation. For greed is a root of all evil; 
some desired it and went astray from faith and caused themselves much 
sorrow,” etc. (1 Timothy 6 [:9–10]).

11. First, compare with this the good which faith brings and produces. 
In addition to having God’s grace and blessing, it also has the promise that 
it will have enough of what it needs, which produces a good, calm, cheerful 
heart, so that it can well be called “the root of all good.” On the other hand, 
unbelief with its worries and greed has as its reward that it is not benefited 
by these things, but must fall into all kinds of traps through many harmful 
desires and lusts, through which it obtains nothing but eternal destruction. 
It is nothing else but “a root of all misfortune.”

12. We certainly see these two points before our eyes in the world. Those 
who are satisfied with what God grants them have calm and peace. They go 
about in their estate cheerfully and with good courage. They still have their 
livelihood and necessities, so that they themselves must say, “I have never 
gone to sleep hungry at night,” even though it appears that they must suffer 
grief and want (as happened here to St. Peter). Because they trust and believe 
God, they have the advantage that they do not need to feed and torment 
themselves with thorns (worry about the belly), or be stuck and perish in 
them, but can sit among the roses in the garden.5 Solomon says, “Those who 
have good courage feast each day” (Proverbs 15 [:15]).

The others, however, who are stuck among these thorns of greed and 
strive for great wealth have also this consequence: they are stuck and tor-
mented and must fall not only into all kinds of temptation and danger—
which would be merciful, if it stopped there—but also come into traps in 
which they are caught, so that they sink both into temporal and bodily 
destruction and into eternal damnation, from which they cannot return.

13. Look at the daily example of this in people who want to be Christians 
and boast about the Gospel while everywhere they are robbing, exploit-
ing, taxing, practicing usury,6 etc., so that they even neglect God and their 

5 That is, they can be in a state of well-being. See above, p. 113 n. 23.
6 See above, pp. 120–21 n. 27.
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conscience for the sake of a powerless penny. As if that were not falling 
deeply enough, they shrug it off and go on with defiance and impudence, 
until they sink down into becoming hostile to God’s Word and can no longer 
hear or see it. In addition, they are so wretched and cursed that they can 
serve no estate nor do anything that is beneficial and good or useful, which 
can provide for or improve anyone. They only cause and bring harm, mis-
fortune, and misery on land and people.

14. All of this results (St. Paul says [1 Tim. 6:9–10]) from people striving 
to become rich. This greed and worry certainly brings with it that people 
want to be haughty, great, and powerful, since greed only wants to seize 
everything for itself. It begins at first by saying, “If only I had this house, this 
field, this castle, this village,” etc., and continues to grow until it becomes a 
dragon’s tail which drags everything after it [Rev. 12:4]. If greed once takes 
root, it daily brings forth a hundred worries about obtaining more goods 
and money. Then the human heart rages and seethes with countless insa-
tiable desires and lusts which serve no purpose except his own destruction. 
These are only fruits of the fact that the person has fallen from faith into one 
temptation and trap after another. It is a harmful affliction which so pos-
sesses the person that he can do nothing good or useful in his office or estate 
and never thinks about serving either God or people.

15. Then, when he has scraped together a great deal, he has no less afflic-
tion and worry retaining and protecting it. He must strive to get favor and 
friendship and seek all kinds of ways so that he does not lose what is his. 
Because of this, he falls into hatred, envy, and all kinds of trouble, from which 
he cannot get out. There is nothing there except restlessness and “pains” of 
conscience, as St. Paul says [1 Tim. 6:10]—a genuine hell into which he has 
led himself. All of this drags along the grievous misfortune of Sir Greed, who 
without faith in God thinks only about himself becoming rich. The afflic-
tion and the curse have already been pronounced on him: he can never 
have enough, and besides must have all misfortune and grief in what he has 
acquired through greed, to his own eternal destruction and damnation.

16. We daily see what a shameful, cursed vice greed is and what harm it 
does, especially in high offices and estates both spiritual and secular. If the 
greed-devil possesses a pastor’s or preacher’s heart, so that (like the rest of 
the world) he strives only to produce great wealth for himself, then he has 
already been thrown into the jaws of the devil, like Judas the traitor, so that 
he dares to betray Christ along with His Word and His Church for a gold 
coin.7 In order to preserve and strengthen his dominion and wealth, the 
pope has, under the name of God and the Church, forcibly introduced all 
kinds of idolatry and public abomination and visibly led multitudes of souls 

7 umb eines güldens willen. See above, p. 101 n. 7.
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to the devil. Moreover, he has forced on people a false fright at his excom-
munication, so that no one has dared to speak against it.

17. How harmful it is in secular government when lords and princes 
have this shameful vice and strive to seize everything for themselves. Because 
of this, they forget their princely office of helping land and people—they are 
lords so that with honor and praise from all people they would be extolled 
and loved as the fathers of their land and people. They pay no attention to 
how God’s Word requires them to provide and care for the churches and 
schools, so that the people are properly taught, or how discipline and justice 
are to be observed with their subjects. They let poor pastors, along with 
their children, widows, and orphans, suffer injustice, violence, and distress. 
Meanwhile, they go about with their tax lists and only strive to get money 
by greed, so that they can pay for their excessive and unprofitable expenses 
and luxury. Because this is not enough, they skin and tax their poor subjects 
to the bone, until they have led themselves into such distress and trouble 
that, along with their lands and peoples, they must be impoverished and 
destroyed. Or if they have already acquired much by greed and think they 
are rich enough, then, in order to carry out their designs, they get stuck and 
entwined in all kinds of unusual dealings and affairs because of which they 
are finally punished in trouble and ruin.

18. What abominable affliction and ruin is now brought on Germany 
only by the shameful, cursed usury which has spread everywhere and is not 
restrained or stopped, because even those who should restrain it are them-
selves stuck in it. Everyone who has the ability impoverishes another with 
his money, completely neglecting God and conscience. Thus knowingly and 
with an evil conscience that condemns them, they race off to hell and take 
on themselves the curse that has already been pronounced on greed, so that 
they do not enjoy in peace and quiet what they have acquired by usury, but 
either themselves lose it through God’s punishment or it does not enrich 
their heirs. Because of this, God’s wrath and horrible punishment must come 
on such an unchristian way of life. Unfortunately, we have greatly deserved it 
for a long time, and God is already turning us out with the Turks and other 
frightful afflictions, with which He Himself forcibly stops the unchristian 
way of life because we will not listen to His Word and admonition.

19. A believing heart can escape all of this if he lives in his estate with 
a good conscience and the fear of God and is satisfied with what God gives 
him in quiet and peace. Then there is no danger of temptations and traps, 
and he does not need to afflict himself with worries and anxieties, nor to bite 
and scratch other people through quarrels, brawls, envy, and hatred. He is a 
very happy and useful man who can serve and help many; he has favor and 


